May 2022

Psychotherapy and the Class Lessons of Rudolf Steiner
An informative meeting with psychotherapists worldwide
Invitation by the Class-Readers of the School for Spiritual Science
responsible for Anthroposophical Psychotherapy in the Medical Section
To all anthroposophical psychotherapists
who want to approach the School of Spiritual Science:
Dear colleagues,
Today’s world situation is ever more urging to make accessible and understandable to all of us the
great treasures that Anthroposophy has to offer specifically to our profession
from that part of anthroposophy, which Rudolf Steiner gave in the final years of his life:
a schooling path on the contents of the so called 19 Class Lectures on the human being
in his embeddedness within all dimensions of the spiritual world.
19 Lectures called “the First Class of the School for Spiritual Science”
.
Working with the contents of the Class Lessons represents, for our work, the apex of a meditativeexperiential road, opening portals in therapeutic process, and showing the dynamics in the human
soul, placing us consciously amidst the polarized and turbulent affairs in society and in our souls.
The Class Lessons contain teachings and insights in our embeddedness in the cosmic worlds of
planets and hierarchies as spiritual beings in dialogue with other spiritual beings.
Today’s events are tearing apart all veils of hypocrisy, putting humanity under the pressure of
epochal turning points in world affairs, and thus making it increasingly possible for all to access the
contents which Rudolf Steiner gave, though unfinished yet, to the world: that overall view.
Those interested in a specially organized hour of mutual discourse on “how psychotherapy changes
in the light of the Class Lessons” and to “understand more deeply the meaning of the First Class”
are very welcome to join and participate in this discourse, which is open to all psychotherapists in
the world who are interested and want to be informed. The discourse will be held by the three Class
Readers appointed for non-member Psychotherapists working out of Anthroposophy.
Place and Date:
on 13

September 2022 from 12.30 to 13.30
in the “Glashaus” Goetheanum Dornach Switzerland.
The meeting is free
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Registration is required by writing to:
Giovanna Bettini or Hartmut Horn
(Ikam representatives for anthroposophic psychotherapy)
giovannabettini@yahoo.it
hartmut-horn@praxis-dr-horn.de
For those who cannot reach us in Dornach in september: please contact us because we are
defining a date for some on line meetings to be organized in the next months .
We are happy to have organized this opportunity!
The Class Readers:

Giovanna Bettini, Psychotherapist – Italy
Wolfgang Drescher, Systemic Therapist – Germany
Boris Krause, Psychiatrist-Psychotherapist – Germany
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